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FlexQube receives an order for transport tracks  

A major global truck manufacturer orders transport racks worth 600 000 SEK [$65 000] 

FlexQube has received an order for transport racks with extendable shelves from a major company that makes trucks. The 

company is a world leading company and a long term customer of FlexQube. At the plant where these transport racks will be used 

there is already about 900 tugger carts from FlexQube in use. 

Anders Fogelberg, CEO at FlexQube, comments: “Transport racks is a new segment for us and it is exciting to receive the first major 

order for a solution in this field. The segment has a major market potential and this project could be the first step to a growing 

business area for us. Our flexible and ergonomic carts that are currently being used inside the plants can be combined with modular 

transport racks that are moved on trucks between the assembly plant and the suppliers. That means a more efficient material flow 

with less handling, less forklifts and a safer work environment. 

About FlexQube 

FlexQube is a Swedish-American company that offers a robust, modular and flexible concept to build industrial carts and racks. 

The company has manufacturing in Sweden and USA and distribution in North America and in Europe. In 2015 and 2016 FlexQube 

was awarded on the ‘33-list’ by Veckans Affärer and Ny Teknik as one of the most innovative and promising tech companies in 

Sweden.  

The growth during the last three years has on average been more than 100% annually and FlexQube has some of the world’s 

largest manufacturers within automotive-, energy-, defense-, aerospace-, home appliances-, and construction machinery among 

their customers. Some examples are Autoliv, Dräxlmaier, Scania, Whirlpool, Eberspächer and Oshkosh.  
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